
Many museums charge for admission while others are free. Discuss both views and give your 
opinion.

Museums, currently, seem to suffer from financial problems, and struggle to earn resources. to that 
end they tend to make money through people’s admission. However, many are of the opinion that 
this budget should be obtained from other resources rather than admission fees. To me, the latter’s 
point of view makes sense for some reasons.

First, it should be noted that many museum’s managers are compelled to compensate their expenses 
of maintenance and renewal of their museums out of people’s aids via admission fees. To explain, 
retaining a national heritage is a capital-intensive project taking a lot of time and endeavor to keep 
historical remnants undisturbed, intact and available to every visitor. Moreover, enhancing the quality 
of facilities offered by museums requires a great amount of money. Therefore, managers are intended 
intent on offsetingto provide their expenses from visitors and tourists, which is the easiest way.

On the contrary, making money out of people’s entrance to museums has its own dissidents believing 
that these charges should be paid off via other resources. In fact, museums are considered national 
assets and the heritage of a country, passed on to us safely by our ancestors, through which 
governments can boost their economy. They prompt tourists to enter the host country to visit them 
thereby bolstering the status quo of the region. Thus, encumbering the expenses of the museums is 
incumbent upon governments not people. Logically, governments should allocate a certain amount of 
budget for that purpose as the profits will return to them multiple times as much in the long-run.

As illustrated above, it, therefore, seems that the logic of earning money from museums’ visitors is 
flawed. Having so many tourist attractions for their inherent cultural value, the museums draw a huge 
amount of money to the region harboring locating them. To reach this aim this goal, governments, 
should take the responsibility of providing paying expenses, which is a long-term investment for 
them.


